
CHECKLIST FOR WRITING A PERSUASIVE TEXT

Persuasive texts come in many different forms. Some include advertisements, letters, debates, articles and reports.
Their main purpose is to persuade the reader.

Some appeals might require extensive explanation or background information. Vinay Patel, a noted
city-planning expert, recently testified that a team of only ten local volunteers could provide this service for
free by giving just a few hours of their time each week. A responder should try to list at least one strong point
for each part and, if at all possible, one thing to improve. To do this, you will need to identify and analyze
your audience so that you can tailor your arguments. Cause and Effect Support or oppose a course of action
based on cause-and-effect relationships. One effective form of logical appeal is statistical evidence, or actual
numerical data that supports your point. These words could be recorded and sorted according to either positive
or negative evaluation protection vs destruction or degree of intensity very vs extremely dangerous Record and
organise information collected from different sources books, websites, interviews on an inquiry chart. Focus
on the language features of the argument To meet the purpose of the argument, the writer can make certain
language choices. When working with each text, discuss with students the purpose and intended audience of
the text. For example, authors often use evaluative language when presenting a particular point of view. At
times, you may have to narrow your initial topic in order to make it more manageable. Academic literacies in
the Middle Years: A framework for enhancing teacher knowledge and student achievement. This call to action
can be a phrase, statement, or question that will inspire your readers to get involved. In small groups, students
take on point of view of one interested party, for example, parents, school principal, uniform manufacturers or
students. Focus on the structure of the argument Share the argument with students and have labels ready for
each of the sections of the text. Use highlighter pens to highlight each part of TEEL paragraph. Voice Do I
sound sincere and interested in the topic? Write about a local, state, or national issue about which you feel
strongly. Consider the connectives at the start of some of the paragraphs which help to make the text cohesive
and provide links between the paragraphs in the text - furthermore, in addition. Paragraph Before Revising A
response to an objection is revised for fairness and a transition is added. Students might use a writing frame to
help scaffold the writing of the argument text. The topic is specific enough to tackle in the space of your essay.
When you can answer each question with a yes, check it off. Some say that people today are less likely to
volunteer because they have more ways in which to spend their free time. Build a word wall about the topic,
where scientific vocabulary can be displayed along with word definitions and illustrations where possible.
Record these connectives on a display chart and add to these when reading other persuasive texts. Some of the
key linguistic features of persuasive writing are highlighted in the mentor text example. Teaching language in
context 2nd ed. Australian Journal of Language and Literacy, 39 3 ,  Our city has a long tradition of citizens
pitching in to make it a better place to live.


